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Abstract

The control of the beam loss induced dynamic pressure is one of the most challenging problems for synchrotrons

operated with high intensity beams of intermediate charge state ions. This loss-induced vacuum degradation and

associated life-time reduction is one of the key intensity limiting factors. Beam loss during Multi-Turn Injection

(MTI) can trigger the pressure bump instability. An optimized injection can relax the dynamic vacuum problem, but

is also crucial to fill optimal the available machine acceptance. A numerical model has been developed to describe

the intensity limitation due to loss-induced vacuum degradation. In order to optimize the multi-turn injection for

given initial losses, a genetic algorithm based optimization has been performed. For the SIS18 synchrotron at GSI

the optimization resulted in a significant improvement of MTI performance and subsequent transmission for intense

beams. A range of suitable injector brilliances for given initial loss could be defined. This information is crucial for

the layout of the injector upgrade for FAIR. The effect of transverse space charge force on MTI has been included in

the optimization studies.
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1. Introduction

The present study focuses on the injection optimiza-

tion of the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS18 for intermedi-

ate charge state ions. The SIS18 will serve has a booster

in the FAIR facility to provide ion beams of unprece-5

dented intensities and qualities. An optimized interface

between injector linac and synchrotron is mandatory to

achieve this goal. The brilliance, which relates the pro-

vided beam intensity to the beam emittance, is the ad-

equate parameter for defining the beam requirements at10

injection for a given injection loss, see Fig. 1. This in-

formation is crucial for the layout of the injector up-

grade for FAIR [1].

The bottleneck, which can significantly reduce the

heavy-ion synchrotron performance is the loss-induced15

vacuum degradation (VD). Unfortunately, for interme-

diate charge state ions beside the space charge limitation

the loss-induced vacuum degradation is an important

key intensity-limiting factor. Although over the years

an intense and successful upgrade program has been im-20

plemented, the observed vacuum degradation is still a
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Figure 1: Location of SIS18 along the ion beam production chain and

the beam parameter interfacing. The SIS18 receive due to a Multi-

Turn Injection (MTI) heavy ions form the injector UNILAC and trans-

mit the ions over four acceleration cycles (so-called ion super-cycle)

to the SIS100. The loss-induced vacuum degradation (VD) leads to

transmission reduction.

serious problem for SIS18. This process, also called

dynamic vacuum, can reduce the beam lifetime signifi-

cantly [2–4]. Therefore the beam loss during multi-turn

injection (MTI) must not exceed limits determined by25

vacuum requirements.

Because of the flexibility of SIS18 in providing a

broad range of ions, non-Liouvilian injection schemes

can not be employed and the MTI has to respect Li-

ouville’s theorem avoiding the already occupied phase30

space area. To reach the intensity limit the multipli-

cation factor of the injected current should be as large
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